
WHO TO CONTACT DURING THE LIVE PROGRAM

For Additional Registrations:
-Call Strafford Customer Service 1-800-926-7926 x1 (or 404-881-1141 x1)

For Assistance During the Live Program:
-On the web, use the chat box at the bottom left of the screen

If you get disconnected during the program, you can simply log in using your original instructions and PIN.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE LIVE PROGRAM

This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:

• Participate in the program on your own computer connection (no sharing) – if you need to register 
additional people, please call customer service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1 (or 404-881-1141 ext. 1).  
Strafford accepts American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover.

• Listen on-line via your computer speakers.

• Respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.  

• To earn full credit, you must remain connected for the entire program.

State Throwback and Throwout Rules: "Nowhere" Income, 
PL 86-272, Tangible and Intangible Sales
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2020, 1:00-2:50 pm Eastern

FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY



Tips for Optimal Quality FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY

Sound Quality
When listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, please e-mail sound@straffordpub.com
immediately so we can address the problem.
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Notice

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY 
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY 
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT 
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, 
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction 
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to, 
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 
subject to change.  Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.



© 2019 Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP

All Rights Reserved. This communication is for general informational purposes only and is not intended to constitute legal advice or a recommended course of action in any given situation. This communication is not 
intended to be, and should not be, relied upon by the recipient in making decisions of a legal nature with respect to the issues discussed herein. The recipient is encouraged to consult independent counsel before 
making any decisions or taking any action concerning the matters in this communication. This communication does not create an attorney-client relationship between Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP and the recipient. 
Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP is part of a global legal practice, operating through various separate and distinct legal entities, under Eversheds Sutherland. For a full description of the structure and a list of offices, 
please visit www.eversheds-sutherland.com.  
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Agenda

─ Background

─ Constitutional Framework

─ The Basics

─ Throwback Explained

─ Throwout Explained 

─ Other Policy Considerations
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Background



− States have broad constitutional authority to enact tax 
regimes

• Formulary apportionment – trend towards single sales 
factor formula from UDITPA three factor formula

• Sourcing (Market v. COP)
• Other provisions intended to promote economic 
development (credits, deductions, reduced rates, etc.)

− Inconsistent apportionment regimes create “nowhere 
income”

− “Nowhere income” defined

Development of Nowhere Income
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− Common Examples:

• Entity classification
• Sourcing of receipts from services
• Limitations imposed by P.L. 86-272

− Not the result of taxpayer planning, but the intersection of 
multiple states’ tax laws, or state and federal tax laws

Examples of Nowhere Income
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− Just as the states have broad authority to enact the 
apportionment rules that create nowhere income, states 
also have broad authority to create remedial rules to 
eliminate or reduce nowhere income

− Examples:

• Throwback/throwout rules
• Addback provisions
• Alternative apportionment rules
• Industry-specific sourcing rules

State Responses to Nowhere Income
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Constitutional Framework



Nowhere Income Not Prohibited

─ US Constitution does not prefer any tax regime over 
another

• See, e.g., Moorman Mfr. Co. v. Blair, 437 US 267 (1978), 
where the US Supreme Court upheld Iowa’s right to use 
single sales factor apportionment in light of a taxpayer 
challenge based on multiple taxation

─ Statutory and regulatory variations are permitted, so long 
as within the parameters of Due Process and Commerce 
Clauses, or other specific constitutional provisions or federal 
statutes
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“Full Apportionment” Not Required

─ US Constitution does not require states to tax 100% of a 
multistate business’s income, much less require that 
100% of such income be taxable

─ State tax regimes are inherently imprecise

• See Illinois Cent. R.R. Co. v. Minnesota, 309 US 157 (1940), 
where the US Supreme Court observed, “Rough approximation, 
rather than precision is, as a practical matter, the norm in any 
such tax regime.”

• See also Wisconsin v. JC Penney Co.,311 US 435 (1940): “The 
Constitution … does not demand of states strict observance of 
rigid categories nor precision …”

─ States’ flexibility and permissible imprecision may benefit 
or harm states and/or taxpayers 
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The Basics



Sales Factor

─ In 1989, 44 out of 46 states with a corporate income tax 
used three-factor apportionment

─ Now only 7 use the standard three-factor, equally 
weighted formula

─ Another 13 have some increased weighting of the sales 
factor, with another 26 using a single sales factor

─ There is a clear movement to a single sales factor
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Sales Factor

─ Includes all business gross receipts

─ However, certain types of receipts may be excluded

• Receipts constituting non-business income 

• Substantial amounts of receipts from incidental or 
occasional sales of fixed assets

• Insubstantial amounts of receipts from occasional 
transactions

• Receipts from intangible assets if income producing 
activity cannot be identified and localized to a state
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Sales Factor

Sales of tangible personal property

─ Generally sourced based on destination: “Delivered or 
shipped to a purchaser within the state”

Sales of other than tangible personal property

─ Historically, sourcing was based on the cost of performance

─ Recent shift has been to market sourcing
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Throwback Explained



Throwback – What does it mean? 

─ Applies to sales of tangible personal property

─ Sales into a jurisdiction where taxpayer is not taxable 
(e.g., no nexus, P.L. 86-272 protection or no tax imposed)

─ Sales are “thrownback” to the “ship from” state and 
included in that states sales factor numerator

─ Sales are also included in the sales factor denominator 
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Throwback – UDITPA Section 16

Sales of tangible personal property are in this state if:

(a)The property is delivered or shipped to a purchaser, 
other than the United States government, within this 
state regardless of the f.o.b. point or other conditions of 
the sale; or

(a)The property is shipped from an office, store, 
warehouse, factory, or other place of storage in this 
state and (1) purchaser is the United States government 
or (2) the taxpayer is not taxable in the state of the 
purchaser.
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Throwback – Example 
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Hypothetical Throwback Scenario
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Throwback – Issues 

─ Justification?  Full Apportionment 

─ Criticism?  How does taxability in one state measure 
taxable presence in another state?

─ Issues - What does subject to tax mean? 

• Files an income tax return?

• Subject to a gross receipts tax (Ohio CAT, Oregon CAT, Texas 
Margins Tax)?
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Throwback Explained



Throwout Rule

─ Sales to customers in states in which taxpayer is not 
taxable “thrown out” of apportionment factor

─ Both for numerator and denominator purposes

─ New Jersey’s throw-out rule (repealed in 2010) applies 
even if sales thrown back to state of shipment

─ Constitutionality – see Pfizer Inc. v. Director, Div. of 
Taxation, 24 N.J. Tax 116 (T.C. 2008) 
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Throwout – UDITPA Section 17(c) 

─ If the taxpayer is not taxable in a state to which a 
receipt is assigned under subsection (a) or (b), or if the 
state of assignment cannot be determined under 
subsection (a) or reasonably approximated under 
subsection (b), such receipt shall be excluded from the 
denominator of the receipts factor.
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Throwout – Issues 

─ Unconstitutional 

─ Violates Commerce Clause Internal Consistency Test 

─ Not Fair Apportionment 
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Other Considerations



Equity Considerations

─ Taxing nowhere income cuts against adoption of SSF

─ Tax on relatively small number of businesses that lack 
avoidance opportunities

─ “Wrong state” generating tax revenue
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Revenue Considerations

─ Businesses very sensitive to throwback and throwout 
rules, and engage in avoidance

─ Consequently, multiple studies show that such rules 
either have no effect on or reduce revenue in the long 
term

─ Average effective CIT rates in throwback states 
considerably lower than in non-throwback states
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Planning Considerations

─ Understanding state rules re throwback/throwout

─ Understanding your nexus footprint 

─ Effect of changing position by the states on P.L 86-272

─ Effect of throwout in the context of the sale of services 
and intangibles 
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Questions?
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Be sure to also submit your pet 

through our app to be featured  as 

Pet of the Month!

Download the Eversheds Sutherland SALT Shaker app today
Connect with us!

─ Apple App Store

─ Google Play

─ Amazon Appstore
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